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SUMMARY 

The principle of direct measurement of retention volume, described earIitr5 
has been realized in a Computer-Linked gas ctrromatograph. The pneumatic and 
electronic desi_qs are described, as well as procedures for the caiibration of the 
different sensors. 

- 

INTRODUCI’ION 

A novel approach to the precise measurement of retention voiume in gas 
chromatography was presented in an earlier paper’, together with a brief outfine of 
an apparatus designed for these measurements. This paper contains a more detailed 
description of the instrumental Iayouc and of the built-in procedures for caIibration 
of the mstrument. 

For the evaluation of retention volume, it is common practice to keep the 
cxrier-.qs How-rate constznt by means of careful regulation, to measure the retention 
time and to c&date the retention volume. A more direct method would be to measure 
~ntinuously the gas fiow-rate and to obtain the volume by lategration of the Bow- 
rate. T’& c231 be accomplished with a _a chromtiograph equipped with an on-Iine. 
computer. In the apparatus desL%bed here, a iaboratory-buiIt &as chromatograph is 
Iinkcd on-line with a small compurer. At smash time intervals, the computer reads 
sensors for the appropriate parameters (flow, pressure and temperature) and computes 
at each point the corrected gas volume that has passed through the column since the 
start of the run. 

The computer aiso reads the detecro = %znat at pre-cietermined time intervals _ 
(normally tie same interviet as for the other readings} and correlates the detector 
readings with the cafctiated volumes. The time intervals can easily be made small 
enough to appro.timatety represent continuous measurement. Thus, a correfation 
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Fig. I. k~~ti= qzem: 1 = bow of car&r _a; 7 = fiow of sampie gas: 3 = pressure-sensing 
Ikzs. VI-VI!, .‘Wenoid vai~s miirkert, mod. 311 (3-way) and 21 I (Zwiy). respectively]: VIZ, V13, 
Aenoici valves (H&e-Tomco, mod. 95KV): T, toggk vzdws (Hoks. mod. 1521); FCI-FC3. fiow 
controllers @rooks, mod. 8713); R, m&meter (Brooks, mod. !355); WI-NV3, needIe valves 
(Brooks, mod. 8503); NW, see tex an d ref. 3; TFS, therm&flow sensor (Brooks. mod. 5310); 
DPS, diKerential-press=- se.nscrr (Rosemount mod. S3!A-IS); A.!%, absolute-pressure sensor (Rose- 

mount, mod. 8X.X-?): F, fiivrs @rooks, mod. 1390); PC, pre-c~hmn 2nd C, calwar, [both in 2n 
oil thermos’tat (Hai!ikti~nen, mod. LIMO)]; M, manometer (Negretti and Zambra, mod. MXi91); VP, 

vacuum pump; SC. wnp!z chamber (xe text and ref. 2); D. det&or (Variaa, mod. O%Xl!l96S): 
HgFM. mercury Bo+meter (ref. 3). 

be&veer. ~~olmze and de;ecior sign& is obtained, and from this, by mezns of suitabk 
soft-ware procedures, the retention volume and other properties of the gas ckro- 
matographic peaks caiz be evehsted. 

Tke fiow system is show5 in Fig. I. Tke c-zrrier-gas fiow is repuiated with the 
flow regulator (FCT) and mezscrred with tke tkermd-9ow sensor (ITS), from which 
tke gas is fed to the injeczion system (VU 2nd Vf3) arrd furtker through the cohmn 
(C) to a hme ionization: detector :D). A pre-col~~~~ (PC) cam be included if desired. 
A hy&ogen-feed Eine to the de-or mmt bz Lncfuded when tydroge5 is not used a~ 

cstier gas. 
Tkrorrgh tke Mves V2 and V3, v&i& zre noLnn&y open, a sensor for absohtz 

pressure JARS) is connected to tke CO~LEIXI outIa’ 

(DPS) is connected between tke cotwnn ends. 
+ 2nd 2 sensor for diffe:entiaI pressure 

Srimpfe injection can be made eith ei: inro 8 conventionrri mjrction poti, witk 
syringe injection tfrrou@~ a rubber membrane, or with 2 ~z?ors &Eora~ valir3 systim” 
Inte_rated with the rest of the fiow system 2nd operate&by tke computer. !&mple gs 

is continuously fed to inje&ion vaives (Vi2 2nd VU) by means of a separate ctreem 
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of hydrogen reguiated with a needIe valve (NVI). The gas Bows through a thermo- 
staticzily controlled glass flask (SC} containing the sample in liquid form. The vapour 
pressure of the sample Carl be adjvzsted by dilution with a non-voIa$e solvent and by 
variation. of the temperature of the Bask. The injection valves switch the sampIe gas 
instead of the ncm2f carrier gas onto the column during a short time interval. A 
stream of methane, regulated by rrsep&ate ffow controLler (FC 2), is optiorialiy added 
to the sample gas to provide for arr “air peak”. 

The &w-rate of the sample gas can be checked by energizing the solenoid 
valves V9, VI I and VT; when this is done, the carrier gas by-passes the thermal-flow 
sensor and the sampIe gas is fed through the sensor. 

In ordertoavoid pressure surges at injection,it is important what the pressure 

on the sample side of the injection valves equais the COIWIKI head pressure. This is 
ensured by means of a spcciaf valve (NV4; see ref. 2). The sample-stream piessure 
can be measured by energizing valves VI0 and V5, the differentiai-pressure sensor 
then being connected to the sample-gas srream. 

CALIBRATION OF THE SENSORS 

The sensors for flow and pressure must be calibrated frequently to avoid 
long-term drift; therefore, facilities for calibration are integrated with the rest of the 
system. Ail catibrations are governed by the computer, which is programmed to 
ha&e most of the procedures automaticaiiy and to indicate to the operator when to 
press a button or take a monometer reading. The computer also calculates and stores 
the calibration resutt in a form convenient for appkarion to the gas chromatographic 
measurements. 

Absoiure-pressure sensor (APS) 
Valves V1, V3 and VII are opened, V2 and VS are closed and a vacuum pump 

is started to decrease the pressure in the system; vatve VI is then closed, cutting off 
the vacuum line. By opening ro&e valve TS, air can be admitted to adjust the 
pressure of the AFS to 700 mm Kg; a needie valve (NV3) is used to slow do\\= this 
procedure. _A reading is taken from the manometer and the output from the APS is 
measirred by the si@aI-acquisition system. The pressure is then somwhat increased 
(by IEHLELC ofT5), and another pair of readings is made. After eight readings, when the 
pressure has reached its ambient value, the repession line is calcuiekd. The entire 
procedure is repeated in the pressure range 470 to 530 mm Kg needed for calibration 
of the difFerentiaLpressure sensor. 

Diffwenrid-pressure sensor (DPS) 
The pressure of the system is adjusted to 500 mm Kg as described above, then 

valve V4 is closed, separating the two sides of the DPS from each other. More air is 
admitted through Tfs to adjust the pressure difference over the DPS to the first value 
chosen (normally 80 mm Kg}, and readings of the marrometer, the APS and the DPS 
are taken. The pressure difference over the DPS is the difference between the corrected 
manometer reaaing acd the APS reading, with the Aibration constants determined 
as described above. Another portion of air is then admitted, and the readings are 
repeated until a re_mssion line can be computed. 
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The ixtrtient for caiibration of the flow sensor has been described3; it is 
connected by energizing valves V2, V5, V6, V?, V8, V9 and VI I. The sampIe-gas 
stream is used for this caiibration in order to adjust the ffow with a needle vaive and 
not with a ffow controller. The _4PS is used to measure the pressure in She mgl_CUrY 

flow-meter, and a needle valve (NE) is used ft3 adjust the pressux in the TFS to 
approximateeIy the same value as during normal operation. A suitabIe Bow is measured 

with both the mercury flow-m2tEr and the TFS. The flow is then changed, and the 
process is repeated until a regression Iine can be caEculated. 

The mercury manometer (Negretti and Zambra M2691), readabk to 0.05 mm 
Kg, is accurate to within 0-l mm Kg (ref. 4). The uncertainty of the regression fine 

is about 0.12 mm Hg (this figure includes the drift during one montk). 
The foregoing is valid oniy if the calibration is restricted to a reiativeIy smai1 

part of the range, as the calibration graph is not straight, but has a well-defined 
curvature’. Thus,thecaiibratiorrerror fortheAPSisabout0.15mm Hg( ~0_~2~+0_~‘). 
Fcr tEe DE’S, it is 0.22 mm Hg (d0.1 sr-+ 0.1’ ._Lo_ 122) as the calibration of the fatter 
depends on the czlibratiorr of the former. 

The accuracy of the flow sensor at 50 ml/min (760 mm Hg and 0”) is estimated 
to 0.05 nii/min (t/0.035: +.0.035~)_ The accuracy of the mercury flow-meter is about 
O-07”/, (0.035 mi/min) (ref. 31, and the uncertainty of the calibration iine is of the 

same magnitude. 
The column-bath thermometer was calibrated by Ehe Thermochemistry Labora- 

tory, Lund; the totz! error in temperature measurement was less than 0.05 ‘M. 

EA-RICAL SYSTERi 

in this sys~m (shown in Fig. 2), the anaiogue signals from the diEerect ~tnsors 
(see Table h) are fed to an eight-channel mukiptexer, which comprises two MGS 
analogue switches AM 3705CD, National Semiconductor) (Ml and M2). The “chan- 
neI select” signals corn< from the conrrof unit (see below). The mrrltiplier has diEerzn- 
tial inputs, making iz unnccessery to tie alt signal remms in the system together and 
so eliminating some earthing problems. 

Fran the outputs of the rnl~Itipk~~_‘s, :he signals pass two Fm amplifiers 
(Al and A2) (F_MXM2CD, Nation! Strticonductor) connected as voltage fotfowers 
in order to increase the inpt impedance of the system. After a pA725C ampiifier 
(A3; Fair&Id), the sigp.al is ref,-rrzd t: earth potenti& 

The “Sampk and haid” amp‘:itier (Sii) is buik around an operational amplifier 
(LH 0023GC, National Semicondt!ctor:~, he output from which goes ta the [+_bit 

andogue-to-digital converkr (AD) (MPi!CI4, Analogies). The IS-bit &g&d-data lines 
from this are f2d to an inmfacf: (I&hit di&d E/U) connected to the con;puter 
(ALPHA LX-2, Computzr -4utor’: ation:‘. 

The ‘Wxr sampling” sign*& dc\sfoped from the control cnit (see ~~Iow), 
triggers a monostable multivibrator (SN73121, Texas Instme&). Afro pdse kn& 
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i-b 

Fig. 2. Sigrd-acquisition system. 

determines the sampling time of the “sample and hoId” amplifier. The traiting edge 
starts the AD-conveersion. The samp!Ing time must be fonger than the setting time of 
the muItipIe.uers, buffer amplifier and “sampie and hold” amplifier; 500 psec has 
been found satisfactory. After the conversion (which takes approximately 80 ,usecj, 
the AD-converter issues the signal EOC (Erd of Conversion) to the interface, gener- 
ating an irrterrupt to the computer and thereby signalting that signal measurement is 
ended and valid data zre avaiiable. 

This unit is shown in Fig. 3. The 8 feast-signifiicrnt bits (numbered BO to B7) 
of the output brrffer of the interface are used to devefop various control signals. Bits 
54 to B7 are Fed to a decoder (SN 74154, Texas Instrumentsj. A cIack pulse from the 
interface is ciistri buted ho one of the l6 outputs (CO to Ct 5) of the decoder, depending 
on the state of the iirputs (IN to B7). The remailing bits (BO to B3) are connected to 
several 4-bit “Jatches” (D-type flip-flops, SN7475, Texas Instruments), connected in 
parallel, which are clocked by the signals CO to C15. In ths way, it is possible to 
develop 16 independent sets of each !6 cor.~roI signals for various uses. 

At present, only 3 iatch units (LO to L3) are in operation (as shown in Fig. 3). 
The set of signafs from LO is used for the muItipleser control (signat CO ah starts 

the sampling sequence); the set from LI is used for the thermometer seIect (see below); 

TAKE L 

ANALOGUE INPUTS 

Chnnei hb. ikuge 

0 Mercury flow-meter 
I -Temperature-mezswing system 
2 - Flow S~LIS.OC (TFS) 
3 Preswre cemor (APS) 
4 5ifferential-pxssue semior (5PS) 
5 Ektrometer (ECeithIey 4iiK) connected to thz detector 
-- 



Fig. 3. Control unit. 

and the set from L2, which is further decoded (SN744.2, Tems lkstxments), is used 
for other control functions, such 2s controIIi~g the injection valves2, controIling the 
merary &xv-metes 2nd piacing marks on the recorder (see beIow). As an exampIe, 
if the bit pattecm KIIO 0101 (hexadecimal 25) is placed on the output btier, the clock 
pulse would c2lrrse latch I.2 to bz set to 0101, thus fowering the outpfit S.5, which 
~cdci, in our system, reset the bjection valves after an injection. 

Temperarim-mecring sysienr 
In this system, showy in Fi,. 5 4, the temperatures of the col-xmn thermostat 

and the mercury flow-meter are meas& by two @at&m-resistance thermomerers 
@Xi6 and El@%, rcspectiue~y; Rosemorrnt En&eering Company), TcoL and TFhfr 
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respectively; these thermometers are of the 4-Iezd type_ One pair of leads is connected 
-in series -with 2 reference resistor (RR-} of about 150 R (temperature coefficient 
3 pgn/;C) and a constant current generator. By means of a relay multiplexer (con- 
trolte& by signals from the control unit as described above), the voltage drop across 
each of the resistances TcoL, TmI and RREF can be measured. For this measurement, 
the second pair of Ieads is used. 

An arrangement of’ three ampliliers [Al, AZ {LJ!-XO42CD National Semi- 
conductor); -43 @A725C, Fairchild)I provides high impedance and signal-level ad- 
justment, and refers the output voltage to ear& The output is connected to input 
No. L of the signal-acquisition system. 

The measurement of thermometer resistance consists of the foilowing steps 
(handied by the computer): 

(I) Connect RREF 
(2) Meassure voItage 
(3) Connect Tm, (or TF1.3 
(4) Measure voltage 
(5) Divide readings, mrrItipIy by value of R-. 
The computer then calculates the temperature with use of CaIlender’s formu1a6. 

Peak marker 
The detector signal (output from a 417K Chromatographic EIectrometer, 

K&Hey) is fed to channel No. 5 of the sigrxkxqtisition sqstcm; it 5 zbo connected 
to a recorder via a circuit designed to apply marks to the recorder on order from the 
comprrter. This circuit (see Fig. 5) consists of a &p-flop built of two NAND-gates 
(SN7m, Texag Instruments), Tie outputs of this Gpfrnp trigger a monostabFe 
multivibrator (MV, SN74[21, Texas Instruments). The outputs fram the latter (one 
positive ar;d one negative) are NANDed with the signals from the flip-flop. The 
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si_enals arti applied GZ resistors to ZUI ~_~ra:ional ampUkrQA7& Fairshi W, filth 
wbkb die s&Sal fkrz CL& &rector passes. Thus, either a ~SitiVz Or a rb%ati’Je P&s= 
is adried to the dekctof signal when a trarsition appears 0iL 05e of the inPuB Of the 
flip-8,cp. Ihe Ien_& of t& pulse is &&ininetS by tie timing WmpOnZnts Dof the 
multivibrator; 200 resee has been sho-mz to be suitable. The height of the marks 011 
the record can be adjusted by means of‘the resistors. The circuit can afso amplify 
the total detector signal to s-tit a par&u!ar recorder. .- 

This circuit is used to pIace 2 mark when the computer dehes the b?!?g 
or end ofacnx~~~togapkic.peak, thereby enabling visual control ofthe perfOrman= 
of the peak-Ending computer prosams. 

CONCIXSIOY 

The principie of direct measurement of retention volume, realizti in thhe 
apparatm dzscribcd, can gjivz considerable improvement irk the accuracy and precision 
ofretenticxwofu~~e measwemcn&. This approach seems to have several advantages, 
especially for strrdies of the e&cts involved in gas chromato,graphic separation; it is 
also uscfui in analyticA gas chromato_mphY when accurate retention data are 
required. 

AtTOKWLEKE:hhT 
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